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A B S T R A C T   

Freeze-drying is a time and cost-intensive process. The primary drying phase is the main target in a process 
optimization exercise. Biopharmaceuticals require an amorphous matrix for stabilization, which may collapse 
during primary drying if the critical temperature of the formulation is exceeded. The risk of product collapse 
should be minimized during a process optimization to accomplish a robust process, while achieving an 
economical process time. Mechanistic models facilitate the search for an optimal primary drying protocol. We 
propose a novel two-stage shelf temperature optimization approach to maximize sublimation during the primary 
drying phase, without risking product collapse. The approach includes experiments to obtain high-resolution 
variability data of process parameters such as the heat transfer coefficient, vial dimensions and dried layer 
resistance. These process parameters variability data are incorporated into an uncertainty analysis to estimate 
the risk of failure of the protocol. This optimization approach enables to identify primary drying protocols that 
are faster and more robust than a classical approach. The methodology was experimentally verified using two 
formulations which allow for either aggressive or conservative freeze-drying of biopharmaceuticals.   

1. Introduction 

Freeze-drying or lyophilization is a unit operation designed to gently 
dry (bio)-pharmaceuticals in a low-temperature environment with the 
intention to improve long-term stability (Nail et al., 2002). A lyophili-
zation process is time and cost intensive. Thereby, the primary drying 
phase alone consumes up to 40% of the total resources (i.e., electricity, 
nitrogen, water) required for a fill-and-finish process of a lyophilized 
product (Gamiz et al., 2019). Reducing the duration of the primary 
drying phase is therefore the focus of a freeze-drying process optimi-
zation exercise, while still maintaining the intended product attributes 
such as residual moisture and cake appearance. 

Biopharmaceuticals typically need an amorphous matrix to keep the 
active pharmaceutical ingredient stable in the dried state (Carpenter 
et al., 1997). Collapse can occur during lyophilization, if the dried ma-
trix exceeds its specific critical temperature, which can be determined 
by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or freeze-drying microscopy 
(FDM) (Nail et al., 2002). A sublimation process can be accelerated by 

increasing the product temperature. However, the temperature at the 
sublimation interface must be kept below the critical temperature to 
achieve a structurally intact and elegant dried cake. Moreover, there are 
several equipment features limiting a process optimization such as 
maximum cooling/heating rates, lower pressure limit, and a condenser 
duct limiting the maximum sublimation rate (Patel et al., 2010). 

The temperature at the sublimation interface can only be manipu-
lated indirectly in a pharmaceutical freeze-drying process. It is the result 
of a complex interplay between all process parameters (i.e., shelf tem-
perature, chamber pressure, freezing conditions), freeze-dryer design, 
and several material attributes related to the drug product (i.e., primary 
packaging, fill volume, selection and concentration of formulation 
components, etc.). Various examples of mechanistic models of the pri-
mary drying phase describing this complex interplay of parameters have 
been developed (Tang and Pikal, 2004; Fissore and Pisano, 2015; 
Mortier et al., 2016). For an in-depth recommendation on freeze-drying 
model practices the reader is referred to the literature (Nail et al., 2017; 
Tchessalov et al., 2022). 
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The two key manipulative parameters of the primary drying phase 
are shelf temperature and chamber pressure. Mechanistic models can 
assist in the decision on the most optimal set points. A common meth-
odology is to create a graphical design space that illustrates both the 
process limits and the interdependency of the manipulative parameters 
(Patel and Pikal, 2013; Carfagna et al., 2020). Such an approach assumes 
static process parameters. Yet, it is known that the physical state of the 
product continuously evolves during primary drying (Vanbillemont 
et al., 2020). On top of the frozen product, a dried product layer is 
formed through which the sublimed water molecules must pass on their 
way to the condenser. As primary drying progresses, this vapor flow will 
therefore encounter a growing resistance. This dried product layer 
resistance originates from Knudsen flow inside the tortuous micro-sized 
pores (Pikal et al., 1984). 

A graphical design space is static as it assumes the highest resistance 
value associated with the maximal dried layer thickness, which is only 
valid at the end of primary drying. This is not an optimal way of 
approaching the primary drying phase. During the initial phase (i.e., 
first 20 to 30%) of primary drying, the resistance of the thin dried layer 
formed is still rather low. Thus, more aggressive, dynamic primary 
drying protocols can be applied in this early phase without provoking 
collapse (Mortier et al., 2016; De Meyer et al., 2017; Vanbillemont et al., 
2020). However, dynamic protocols are hard to implement on most 
classic freeze-dryer controllers, due to software restrictions. Moreover, 
the dynamic approach is challenging from a process control and regu-
latory perspective since manipulative parameters will be varied across 
batches. Application of a two-stage shelf temperature protocol during 
primary drying could render the benefits of a dynamic protocol and is 
straightforward to program in a classic freeze-dryer controller. Like the 
dynamic protocols, a two-stage shelf temperature protocol can maxi-
mize the sublimation rate near the process limits during the entire 
progress of primary drying leading to a more economical process. 

In addition, regulatory authorities require justification of the pro-
posed freeze-drying process protocol to assure consistent product qual-
ity across the product development trajectory and post-approval 
lifecycle (Rhieu et al., 2020). Thermal analysis of the freeze-concentrate 
combined with the application of mechanistic models can provide the 
required scientific rationale for process design choices. 

During an uncertainty analysis, various sources of variabilities are 
taken into consideration and their impact on the outcomes of the process 
are estimated. The risk of process failures, such as collapse originating 
from a specific freeze-drying protocol, can be estimated using uncer-
tainty analysis methodology (Vanbillemont et al., 2020). Because 
lyophilization is an inherently variable process (i.e., stochastic nature of 
ice nucleation, edge vial effect, etc.) (Pisano et al., 2011; Leys et al., 
2020; Strongrich and Alexeenko, 2021), uncertainty analysis of mech-
anistic models can strongly aid in the risk assessment of primary drying 
protocols. 

The objective of our work was to develop and verify a process 
development methodology that can provide fast and at the same time 
robust primary drying protocols. Besides the verification we aimed to 
benchmark our novel approach against an established approach pro-
posed by Tang & Pikal (Tang and Pikal, 2004). For this purpose, detailed 
mechanistic models were constructed. This yielded the opportunity for 
in-silico process simulation and for exploring a multitude of protocols to 
find the most economical one. A two-stage shelf temperature protocol 
was employed, which enabled further process optimization although at 
the cost of a higher protocol complexity. This additional complexity 
exemplifies the need for in-silico process optimization. Next, the vari-
abilities associated with the lyophilization process of our model for-
mulations were characterized with high resolution. These were essential 
to be able to estimate the risk of process failures, and thus robustness, of 
a given primary drying protocol. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

Highly purified lysozyme (Ovobest, Neuenkirchen-Vörden, Ger-
many) was used as model protein. Two formulations with different 
critical temperature (Tc) were designed by adapting the protein con-
centration and concentration/type of lyoprotectant to challenge the 
process optimization approach under conservative and aggressive 
lyophilization conditions. The ‘high’ Tc formulation enabling aggressive 
freeze-drying conditions consisted of 2 mM histidine, 10 mg/ml lyso-
zyme, 5% (w/v) 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin and 0.03% (w/v) 
polysorbate 80 at a pH of 6.5. The ‘low’ Tc formulation used for the 
conservative processes contained 2 mM histidine, 1 mg/ml lysozyme, 
10% (w/v) sucrose and 0.03% (w/v) polysorbate 80 at a pH of 6.5. All 
excipients were of compendial quality. Ultra-purified grade water was 
applied (Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany). Lyophilization vials (6 mL, 6R 
Fiolax clear) were obtained from Schott (Mainz, Germany), and 20 mm 
bromobutyl 4023/50 Fluorotec lyophilization stoppers and flip-off caps 
were acquired from West Pharma (Exton, PA, USA). 

2.2. Lyophilization 

Lyophilization was performed in an Epsilon 2-12D freeze-dryer (four 
functional shelves with a total area of 0.63 m2) using LPC-32 control 
software from M. Christ (Osterode am Harz, Germany). All experiments 
were performed using one full shelf load containing 334 vials in a hex-
agonal loading pattern with a bottomless tray system on the second shelf 
from the bottom. All samples were semi-stoppered. The condenser is 
located directly under the shelf stack. Due to the absence of a restricting 
duct between drying chamber and condenser, a limitation by a choked 
flow condition was not considered in process design and modelling. 

2.3. Critical temperature determination 

The critical temperature (Tc) of both formulations under study was 
determined by use of a FDSC 196 freeze-drying microscope (Linkam, 
Surray, UK) with a 10-fold magnification. An aliquot of the formulation 
(2 μl) was pipetted on a quartz crucible. A horseshoe-shaped spacer ring 
ensured a defined distance between quartz crucible and cover slip. The 
sample was frozen with a rate of 1 ◦C/min to − 50 ◦C. After exhausting to 
a vacuum of 10 Pa, the sample was heated at 1 ◦C/min and pictures were 
acquired every 2 s. After the experiment, all images were inspected for 
signs of collapse. 

2.4. Contact angle measurements 

The contact angle between the glass vial and formulation was 
measured in triplicate using a DSA25E Drop Shape Analyzer (Krüss, 
Hamburg, Germany). A sessile drop test was performed on the outer 
surface of the vial. An ellipse tangent method was applied to estimate the 
contact angle at both sides of the droplet. 

2.5. Residual moisture content 

The residual moisture content of lyophilized samples was deter-
mined using a headspace coulometric Karl-Fischer titration method 
utilizing an Aqua 40.00 Vario (ECH, Halle, Germany). Five samples 
selected across the shelf, including edge and center vials, were charac-
terized by heating 30 mg of the dried cake to 120 ◦C and titrating the 
resultant water in the headspace of the vial. 

2.6. Mechanistic model of the primary drying phase 

The mechanistic model of the primary drying phase of a pharma-
ceutical lyophilization process was constructed in Python v3.7.0 (Bea-
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verton, OR, USA). The model is a heat-mass balance that consists of a set 
of mathematical equations (Eq. (1) till 4) that were solved simulta-
neously (Vanbillemont et al., 2020). 

Pi = −
− Ap ΔHsub Pc − AvKvRp M(Ts − Ti − ΔT)

Ap ΔHsub
(1)  

Pi = APi −
BPi

Ti
+ CPi ln(Ti) − DPi Ti (2)  

ΔT =
a (Lt − Ld )(Pi − Pc)

Rp
− b(Lt − Ld)(Ti − Ts)

1 − b(Lt − Ld)
(3)  

ΔHsub = AHsub + BHsub Ti − CHsub Ti
2 + DHsub e

−

(
Ti

EHsub

)2

(4) 

This set of equations describes the relation between process param-
eters such as fluid temperature inside the shelves (Ts) and chamber 
pressure (Pc), the material attributes such as the dried product layer 
resistance (Rp), heat transfer coefficient (Kv), frozen fill height (Lt), area 
of the bottom of the vial (Av) and the cross section of the cake (Ap), as 
well as the process outcomes sublimation interface temperature (Ti), 
dried layer height (Ld), and temperature differential across the frozen 
product (ΔT). Next, several coefficients and constants were applied. M 
represents the molecular weight of water; APi to DPi are coefficients to 
describe the equilibrium of Ti and the partial vapor pressure (Pi) (Mortier 
et al., 2016); a and b are SI converted coefficients that describe heat 
conduction in the frozen product layer (Tang et al., 2006); AHsub to EHsub 
describe an empirical relationship between the latent heat of sublima-
tion (ΔHsub) and Ti (Murphy and Koop, 2005). 

These equations physically represent a planar dried layer that 
gradually appears on top of a receding frozen product layer as the 
sublimation process progresses. Water vapor escaping the frozen layer is 
hindered by the growing dried layer. Moreover, the heat supplied by the 
freeze-dryer to the frozen product is solely used for sublimation (Velardi 
and Barresi, 2008; Patel and Pikal, 2013). 

2.7. Experimental determination of variability terms for critical input 
parameters 

An evaluation of the primary drying model (Eqs. (1 to 4)) was per-
formed to determine which input parameters can be measured or esti-
mated and could result in intra batch variability within the primary 
drying phase. Eight parameters, Ap, Av, Lt, Ts, Pc, Rp, Kv and Ld were 
deemed to be critical. Specific experiments were setup to determine the 
variability terms for each of these critical input parameters. 

2.7.1. Variability terms for container and equipment 
Variability terms for the vial and product area (Av and Ap) were 

determined by measuring the outer diameter (do) of 100 6R vials by 
using a stainless-steel caliper with a resolution of 0.01 mm. It is assumed 
that the vials have a cylindrical shape and that the average (d‾o) and 
standard deviation (σdo) were sufficient as variability terms to describe 
the observed variation in Av. 

Manufacturer details for the vial wall thickness and its variation, tw 
1.0 mm and σtw 0.1 mm, were applied to estimate the inner diameter (di) 
and its standard deviation (σdi) using Eqs. (5 and 6). The average (d‾i) 
and standard deviation (σdi) were used as variability terms to describe 
Ap. 

di = do − 2 tw (5)  

σdi =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
σdo

2 + σtw
2

√
(6) 

Sixty vials were filled with 3.0 ml of either formulation, placed on 
center positions of the shelf and subsequently frozen to − 45 ◦C. The 
height of the frozen product plug (Lt) was determined using the caliper. 

Both average (L‾t) and standard deviation (σLt) of Lt were used as vari-
ability terms. Normality of the distributions of do and Lt was examined 
by visually assessing the similarity of histograms with 10 bins of the 
observed and the expected datasets. 

A spatial distribution of Pc and Ts across the shelf or chamber can be 
expected during the primary drying phase (Strongrich and Alexeenko, 
2021; Rasetto et al., 2010). Moreover, due to the on-off control algo-
rithms of the lyophilizer, also temporal variations of Pc and Ts will occur. 
The freeze-dryer annual service documentation reported maximal de-
viations of 1 Pa for Pc and 1 ◦C for Ts which are related to these spatio- 
temporal distributions. 

2.7.2. Variability terms for the heat transfer 
The heat transfer coefficient (Kv) and variability terms for the applied 

freeze-dryer and 6R vials combination were gravimetrically determined 
(Pisano et al., 2011). The heat transfer was characterized initially at 5, 
10, 16, 20, and 25 Pa each with 100 vials filled with 3.0 ml water and 
spread across a full shelf load including center and edge positions. The 
vials were frozen to − 30 ◦C followed by sublimation for 3 h at a Ts of 
− 15 ◦C. Product temperature was observed with four compact PT100 
(RTD) with a radius of 1.5 mm and four thermocouples type-K (TC) 
placed in vials which were not used for further analysis and evenly 
distributed across the shelf including edge and center sample positions. 
The Kv was estimated using Eq. (7) with msub representing the subli-
mated mass and Tb the bottom product temperature determined using 
the product sensors. 

Kv =
msubΔHsub

Av M
∫
(Ts − Tb)dt

(7) 

The heat transfer values of the 100 vials over the 5 different pressure 
experiments were used for the Kv regression. At first, the shelf average 
heat transfer coefficient (K‾v) in function of Pc was described by deter-
mining coefficients α, β and ɣ using a weighted non-linear regression 
according to Eq. (8) with the inverse of the relative standard deviation 
(RSD) at each pressure level as the weights (Vanbillemont and De Beer, 
2020). The RSD of Kv (RSDKv) was calculated for each pressure level and 
described using a linear regression according to Eq. (9) with coefficients 
aKv and bKv. 

Kv = α+
β Pc

1 + γ Pc
(8)  

RSDKv = aKv + bKv Pc (9) 

Next, an empirical distribution was constructed by normalizing all Kv 
datapoints across all pressure levels by using the average (K‾v) and 
standard deviation (σKv) value within a pressure level experiment (see 
Eq. (10)). 

K̂ v =
Kv(Pc)–Kv(Pc)

σKv (Pc)
(10) 

At last, an independent Kv verification experiment was run at a Pc of 
22 Pa and Ts of − 5 ◦C to evaluate the independence of the K‾v and RSDKv 
regressions from Ts. 

2.7.3. Variability terms for the dried product layer resistance 
The dried product layer resistance (Rp) and variability terms were 

determined for both formulations in independent lyophilization cycles. 
Fifty vials were filled with 3.0 ml of formulation and placed in the center 
location of the shelf. To preserve the hexagonal stacking pattern, the 
remaining shelf space was packed with empty vials. The eight most 
center positions (i.e., at least two vials away from an empty vial) were 
fitted with product temperature sensors (4× RTD and 4× TC). 

The freeze-drying protocol for the ‘high’ Tc formulation was freezing 
to Ts: − 30 ◦C for 5 h with a cooling rate of 1 ◦C/min, primary drying at 
Ts: − 5 ◦C and Pc 20 Pa and secondary drying at Ts: 25 ◦C and Pc: 20 Pa for 
6 h with a heating rate of 0.25 ◦C/min. The protocol for the ‘low’ Tc 
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formulation was more conservative with freezing to Ts: − 45 ◦C for 5 h 
with a cooling rate of 1 ◦C/min, primary drying at Ts: − 30 ◦C and Pc: 10 
Pa and secondary drying Ts: 25 ◦C and Pc: 10 Pa for 6 h with a heating 
rate of 0.25 ◦C/min. The primary drying time of these cycles was 
controlled using comparative pressure measurement. 

The Rp profile of each temperature monitored product was calculated 
by fitting the mechanistic primary drying model (see section 2.6) to the 
product temperature trace (Tb) and employing the K‾v regression. The 
dried layer height (Ld) was estimated using Eq. (11) with ρ denoting ice 
density and φ the estimated dried layer porosity. Drying progression was 
calculated as the fraction of Ld from Lt. 

Ld =
msub

ρ φ Ap
(11) 

Negative Rp values and Rp values associated with vials that show an 
upwards trend of Tb at the end of primary drying (i.e., due to loss of ice 
contact) were omitted as not being representative. Please note that the 
RTD sensors lost full ice contact earlier than the TC sensors. An average 
Rp profile (R‾p) was regressed for each formulation from all Rp and 
associated Ld values according to Eq. (12) by determining the Rp0, A and 
B coefficients (Scutella et al., 2018). 

Rp = Rp0 +
A Ld

1 + B Ld
(12) 

The drying progression was split into 33 equidistant bins containing 
the associated Rp values of all eight monitored vials. As variability term, 
the standard deviation (σRp) was calculated by pooling the standard 
deviation of each of the 33 bins (Vanbillemont et al., 2020). 

2.8. Uncertainty analysis of a freeze-drying protocol 

For each suggested primary drying protocol (i.e., temporal combi-
nation of Ts and Pc), an uncertainty analysis was employed to verify that 
the protocol was within an acceptable risk of failure (RoF). A failure was 
defined as the sublimation interface temperature (Ti) being equal or 
exceeding the critical temperature (Tc) at any point during the protocol. 

The uncertainty analysis was setup by applying the mechanistic 
primary drying model in a Monte Carlo approach with a temporal res-
olution of 60 s. A sample size of 212 was chosen (i.e., 4096) to comply 
with Sobol sampling conditions (Sobol, 1967) and have a statistical 
meaningful data set. At each timepoint a parameter variability space 
with 4096 samples was constructed by combining distributions of each 
of the input parameters (i.e., Ap, Av, Lt, Ts, Pc, Rp, Kv, and Ld). The 
variability space of Ap and Av were constructed by random sampling 
from a normal distribution defined by d‾i and σdi, or d‾o and σdo 
respectively and calculating the area of a circle. The Lt variability space 
was also generated by random sampling from a normal distribution 
defined by L‾t and σLt. For Ts and Pc, a quasi-uniform sampling approach 
(Sobol, 1967) was applied in the variability space defined by the freeze- 
drying protocol enlarged with a Ts ± 1 ◦C and a Pc ± 1 Pa. Next, the heat 
transfer coefficient variability space was constructed by random sam-
pling from the empirical normalized distribution (see section 2.7.2.), 
followed by rescaling the normalized K̂v values using the K‾v and RSDKv 
obtained from their regressions (Eqs. (8 and 9)) using the Pc from the 
associated Pc variability space. For dried layer resistance, a variability 
space was constructed by randomly sampling from the normal distri-
bution defined by R‾p and σRp. At last, the variability space for the dried 
layer length (Ld) was constructed by error propagation. This was ach-
ieved by using the distribution of Ld obtained as a result of the last 
timepoint, as input for the next timepoint. 

At each timepoint of the prediction, a new parameter variability 
space with size 8 × 4096 was constructed. This is necessary since Ld 
increases during the progress of primary drying and is due to the 
interdependency of various input parameters (see Eqs. (8, 9 and 12)). 
The primary drying model was applied on this dynamic parameter 
variability space and a distribution of model outputs (i.e., Ti and Ld) was 

achieved for the freeze-drying protocol with a similar temporal resolu-
tion of 60 s. 

2.9. Process optimization strategy 

A flexible two-stage shelf temperature regime was applied to maxi-
mize the sublimation rate by counteracting the increase in dried layer 
resistance over the progress of primary drying. At first, a fixed ramp at 
1 ◦C/min towards a stage 1 Ts was programmed in the protocol. Next, the 
stage 1 Ts was maintained for a defined time followed by a Ts ramp at a 
defined rate towards a lower stage 2 Ts. At last, this stage 2 Ts was 
maintained until the end of primary drying prediction. 

The optimization strategy consisted in creating an optimization 
space defined by the five factors that describes the flexible two-stage 
primary drying protocol. Table 1 gives an overview of these factors 
and their intervals for both formulations within this study. The intervals 
were based on experience with these formulations. Using a Sobol sam-
pling approach (Sobol, 1967), 4096 combinations of these 5 factors were 
sampled quasi-uniform and resultant primary drying protocols 
constructed. 

The optimal protocol for each of the formulations was identified by 
performing the uncertainty analysis of the primary drying model on all 
4096 protocols. The criterium for success of a single protocol was 
defined by the outcomes of the uncertainty analysis. At first, for each 
timepoint within the prediction of a single protocol, the Ti distribution 
was used for evaluation of the failure criteria. In this study an RoF of 
0.1% was deemed acceptable. Therefore, the 99.9% percentile of the Ti 
distribution at each timepoint of the protocol (i.e., p: 99.9% Ti) was 
determined and continuously compared with Tc. If the 99.9% percentile 
of the Ti distribution exceeded or was equal to Tc at any timepoint during 
a protocol evaluation, the simulation was aborted and this protocol was 
deemed unfit, i.e., a failure. Furthermore, the maximal p: 99.9% Ti across 
the entire protocol was also determined (i.e., max p: 99.9% Ti). 

In a next step, when a protocol was deemed robust (i.e., max p: 99.9% 
Ti < Tc), the Ld output distribution at each timepoint was compared with 

Table 1 
Summary of the optimization factors and their intervals for both formulation 
within this study.  

Optimization factor ‘High’ Tc Formulation ‘Low’ Tc Formulation 

Low High Low High 

Stage 1 Ts [◦C] 15 50 − 33 − 20 
Stage 1 hold time [h] 0.2 2 0.5 20 
Ts ramp [◦C/h] 2 60 0.15 0.6 
Stage 2 Ts [◦C] 10 45 − 33 − 25 
Pc [Pa] 5 25 5 25  

Table 2 
Overview of the constants and their values used in the optimization excersize.  

Constant Value Unit Source 

M 0.018015 kg/mol (Vanbillemont and De Beer, 2020) 
APi 9.550426 Pa (Mortier et al., 2016) 
BPi 5723.2658 K (Mortier et al., 2016) 
CPi 3.53068 1/K (Mortier et al., 2016) 
DPi 0.00728332 Pa (Mortier et al., 2016) 
a 889,200 – (Tang et al., 2006) 
b 1.02 – (Tang et al., 2006) 
AHsub 4.68 ⋅ 104 J/mol (Murphy and Koop, 2005) 
BHsub 35.9 J/(mol K) (Murphy and Koop, 2005) 
CHsub 0.0741 J/(mol K2) (Murphy and Koop, 2005) 
DHsub 542 J/mol (Murphy and Koop, 2005) 
EHsub 124 K2 (Murphy and Koop, 2005) 
ρ 919.4 kg/m3 (Vanbillemont et al., 2020) 
φ 0.939* / 0.898** – Formulation composition 

*Represents a value used for the ‘high’ Tc formulation and ** for the ‘low’ Tc 
formulation. 
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the associated Lt values from the parameter variability space to evaluate 
how many samples were free of ice (i.e., Ld ≥ Lt). The process time when 
99.9% of all samples were predicted to be free of ice was recorded as the 
primary drying time for that protocol. 

In a last step, all robust protocols were ranked according to their 
primary drying time. A robust protocol with the shortest primary drying 
time was considered the optimum and used for experimental verifica-
tion. Values of the constants used in the optimization exercise are listed 
in Table 2. 

2.10. Process verification 

Experimental verification of the protocol predictions was performed. 
The freezing and the secondary drying protocol as described in section 
2.7.3 were complemented with the optimal primary drying protocol. A 
full shelf was loaded with vials (i.e., 334 units) containing 3.0 ml of the 
formulation. Process monitoring was performed by equipping eight vials 
spread across the shelf with a temperature sensor (i.e., 4× RTD and 4×
TC), these included edge and center positions. Furthermore, 

comparative pressure monitoring applying a Pirani and Capacitance 
pressure sensor was used to evaluate the accuracy of the predictions. 
Since the product temperature sensors measure the Tb, these data traces 
were corrected using the predicted ΔT to reflect Ti and make them 
comparable with the model predictions. At the end of the freeze-drying 
process, the drying chamber was aerated to atmospheric pressure using 
nitrogen gas and subsequently the vials were fully stoppered in the 
freeze-dryer. Ultimately, the vials were capped. These vials were visu-
ally inspected for their optical appearance and residual moisture content 
determined. 

2.11. Protocol selection applying the approach proposed by Tang & Pikal 

To exemplify the benefits of the presented optimization approach, a 
classical primary drying protocol, designed by using the approach 
described by Tang & Pikal (Tang and Pikal, 2004), was simulated. Next, 
an uncertainty analysis applying the high-resolution variability data was 
performed on these protocols to evaluate robustness and primary drying 
time. The approach proposed by Tang & Pikal classifies a formulation 
based on total solid content and provides basic rules to achieve best 
guesses of suitable process parameters. Such approach is already an 
advanced method to derive process parameters compared to commonly 
used trial-and-error methods. These basic rules were based on extensive 
process knowledge. At last, the protocol proposed for the ‘low’ Tc 
formulation by using the Tang & Pikal optimization rules was also 
verified experimentally in a similar fashion as mentioned in section 
2.10. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Determination of the onset of collapse (Tc) by freeze-drying 
microscopy 

The microscopic images of Fig. 1 were obtained with a freeze-drying 
microscope. Enlargements of pores and fissures, highlighted using red 
circles in Fig. 1, indicated onset of collapse of the dried layer. The for-
mulations under study, were either composed of a 10 mg/ml lysozyme 
solution with 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (A) as lyoprotectant 
resulting in an onset of collapse at − 12 ◦C or had a lower protein con-
centration of 1 mg/ml lysozyme with sucrose (B) as lyoprotectant 
showing the onset of collapse at − 33 ◦C. These temperatures were 
employed as the Tc and should not be exceeded during primary drying to 
avoid the observed loss of structure. 

As expected, usage of 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin as lyopro-
tectant resulted in a higher Tc as compared to sucrose. This is due to the 
oligomeric structure of hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (Serno et al., 
2011). Moreover, additionally decreasing the lysozyme concentration in 

A

B

Fig. 1. Freeze-dry microscope images of the ‘High’ (A) and ‘Low’ (B) Tc for-
mulations. Signs of collapse are indicated with red circles. The red line in the 
left top corner represents 400 px or 222 μm. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 

Fig. 2. Graphical respresentation of the Kv experimental data and regressions. A: Experimental Kv distribution per pressure level is plotted as a boxplots with empty 
dots as outliers. The red line represents the weighted non-linear regression of the average. B: RSDkv at each pressure level is plotted with a marking. The red line 
represents the linear regression. C: Empirical distribution of normalized Kv data. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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the ‘low’ Tc formulation to 1 mg/ml made the formulation more prone to 
collapse because proteins are known to increase Tc with increasing 
concentration (Lewis et al., 2010). Two rather different process opti-
mization cases for potential biologics formulations were thus designed 
in this work. One showing either a high Tc allowing for more aggressive, 
and a lower Tc requiring more conservative primary drying conditions to 
avoid failures such as collapse. 

3.2. Variability terms for container 

Variability terms related to the dimensions of the container such as 
do, di and Lt were determined experimentally. The normality of the 
measured do and Lt distributions were confirmed by a comparison of the 
normally distributed, expected and observed histograms showing 
reasonable similarity. Therefore, the average and standard deviation of 
the dataset were sufficient to describe these distributions. For the 6R 
vials an outer diameter d‾o of 10.97 mm with σdo of 0.02 mm was 
measured and an inner diameter d‾I of 9.97 mm with σdi of 0.03 mm was 
estimated. Measuring the frozen plug height resulted in an L‾t of 12.48 
mm and 13.39 mm and a σLt of 0.36 mm and 0.35 mm for the ‘high’ and 
‘low’ Tc formulation, respectively. 

A difference of 7% in frozen product layer height (Lt) was observed 
between both formulations despite applying the same liquid fill volume 
(i.e., 3.0 ml) and container (i.e., 6R vial). These differences come from 
the varying total solid content in the two formulations and differences in 
the contact angle of the formulations with the glass container. Experi-
mental measurements confirmed this since a contact angle of 65.2◦ ±

4.3◦ for the ‘low’ Tc and 47.7◦ ± 2.0◦ for the ‘high’ Tc formulations with 
the glass vial was determined. The excipient 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclo-
dextrin is known to have surfactant-like behavior thus lowering the 
contact angle (Zhang et al., 2022). 

3.3. Variability terms for heat transfer 

The Kv was determined using the gravimetrical method on individual 
vials leading to a high-resolution data set. Fig. 2 depicts the experi-
mental data and the regressions that describe the variability terms of Kv. 
The dependency of the K‾v on Pc could be described by using α = 3.86, β 
= 2.93 and ɣ = 0.066 by applying Eq. (8) with an RMSE of 0.34 J/ 
(sKm2). A good correlation (R2 = 0.930) between RSDKv and Pc was 
found, with higher pressures leading to a smaller relative variation in Kv. 
This relationship was approximated by a linear regression according to 
Eq. (9) with aKv = − 0.2182 and bKv = 16.738. As reflected by the his-
togram of normalized values, K̂v does not follow the typical bell curve of 
a normal distribution. The bi-modal distribution has a main population 
just below the average and a smaller tailing peak towards higher values. 

Since it is complex to mathematically describe non-normal multimodal 
distributions, it was opted for randomly resampling from this empirical 
distribution. At last, the independent verification experiment at Pc of 22 
Pa with alternate Ts fits well within the K‾v and RSDKv regressions as 
indicated by the blue markers in Fig. 2A, B, which confirms the inde-
pendence of these regressions towards Ts. 

A novel part of this study was the methodology to describe the dis-
tribution of the Kv parameter. Previous modelling work either assumed a 
normal distribution, or at best split the Kv in an edge and center popu-
lation with distinct values (Mortier et al., 2016; Fissore and Pisano, 
2015; Koganti et al., 2011; Juckers et al., 2022). The current work ex-
emplifies that the Kv is not distributed normally across the shelf (see 
Fig. 2). To the contrary, a multimodal distribution can be observed 
which resembles the traditional corner, edge and center vial classifica-
tions, but with a full continuum in between these populations. Applying 
an empirical distribution of normalized K̂v values within the modelling 
framework was able to better represent the reality and enabled a pre-
diction of the primary drying end across a full batch. 

During the characterization of Kv, the typical interdependencies be-
tween process parameters were observed. For example, the measured Kv 
depended on the applied Pc as more gas molecules lead to a better heat 
transfer by gas-conduction (Pikal et al., 2016). Additionally, a higher 
number of directly contacting neighbor vials lowers the Kv, which is 
important for the corner and edge vials. This is rather due to the 
endothermic cooling effect by sublimation in the whole configuration 
than to heat radiation from uncooled surfaces (Ehlers et al., 2021). In 
addition, the high-resolution data of Kv showed that the relative vari-
ability across the shelf dropped when applying a higher Pc. Variation in 
Kv across the shelf is mainly driven by inter-vial differences in heat ra-
diation (Rambhatla and Michael, 2003) and cooling due to heat con-
duction from neighboring vials (Ehlers et al., 2021). Upon increasing Pc, 
the more homogenous gas-conduction mechanism will play a bigger role 
explaining the lower RSDKv. 

3.4. Variability terms for dried product layer resistance 

It was opted to characterize the Rp based on product temperature data 
and not Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS) or 
Manometric Temperature Measurement (MTM) for a couple of reasons. At 
first, we are interested in the intra-batch variation of Rp as an input for the 
uncertainty analysis, which TDLAS or MTM cannot deliver since they only 
yield a batch average Rp profile. Secondly, during an MTM measurement 
the Ti will briefly rise. Since we are interested in verifying primary drying 
protocols that are close to but not exceed the Tc, MTM as product tem-
perature technique could potentially induce collapse. At last, with the 
applied freeze-dryer it was technically not feasible to perform TDLAS or 

Fig. 3. Graphical respresentation of the Rp. Experimental data is represented in boxplots with empty dots as outliers, blue line plot represents the R‾p regression 
which is enlarged by ±2 σRp using a blue shaded area. A: ‘high’ Tc formulation and B: ‘low’ Tc formulation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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MTM accurately due the absence of a duct or fast-moving valve between 
condenser and drying chamber. 

The Rp and its variability terms were determined independently for 
each formulation (Fig. 3). The relationship between R‾p and Ld could be 
described using Eq. (12) with Rp0 = 20,735; A = 4.33 ‧ 107 and B = 89.6 
for the ‘high’ Tc formulation and in case of the ‘low’ Tc formulation with 
Rp0 = 0; A = 2.72 ‧ 108 and B = 603. Upon pooling the standard devi-
ation across all bins an σRp of 15,353 and 32,067 was obtained for the 
‘high’ or ‘low’ Tc formulation, respectively. 

As evidenced by Fig. 3, Rp increases as primary drying progresses. 
This behavior is typical during freeze-drying because the path length 
that vapor molecules must travel under Knudsen flow conditions en-
larges as sublimation continues (Pikal et al., 1984). This Rp increase is 
formulation dependent since all formulation components influence the 
ice crystal formation during freezing and thus pore morphology of the 
dried product layer (Lu and Pikal, 2004). The “low” Tc formulation 
displayed higher Rp values in comparison with the “high” Tc formula-
tion, because of the higher solid content, which will result in a lower 
dried layer porosity. 

3.5. Process optimization 

In the next step, the effect of the optimization factors listed in Table 1 
on the model outcomes of the uncertainty analysis: max p: 99.9% Ti and 
primary drying time was evaluated. Protocols with a lower max p: 99.9% 
Ti are associated with a lower RoF since the safety margin towards Tc is 
larger. All the assessed protocols that led to a robust process prediction 

(i.e., max p: 99.9% Ti < Tc) are represented by a single dot in the scatter 
plots of Fig. 4. Out of the 4096 protocols screened in this optimization 
exercise, 1413 for the ‘high’ Tc formulation and 427 for the ‘low’ Tc 
formulation proved to be robust. The least risky protocols, dots in 
Fig. 4A, D with a lower max p: 99.9% Ti, generally come with a longer 
drying time. 

Plots of the stage 1 and stage 2 Ts against the Pc of robust protocols 
show the dependency of these factors on the drying time (Fig. 4B, C, E, 
F). For the ‘high’ Tc formulation, a different chamber pressure range was 
necessary to achieve the shortest primary drying times as compared to 
the ‘low’ Tc formulation. Moreover, no robust protocols were obtained 
when combining a high Ts with a high Pc. Ultimately, the two-stage 
protocol approach was affirmed as higher stage 1 Ts than stage 2 Ts 
values were feasible. No straightforward dependency of the optimiza-
tion factors stage 1 hold time and Ts ramp on any model outcome could 
be observed. The combinations of factors describing the optimal primary 

Fig. 4. Graphical overview of the optimization excersize of the ‘high’ (A, B, C) and ‘low’ (D, E, F) Tc formulation. A/D: Scatter plot of both outcomes of the un-
certainty analysis from all robust protocols. B/E: Scatter plot where dots are colored according drying time originating from protocols defined by optimization factor 
Stage 1 Ts versus Pc. C/F: Scatter plot where dots are colored according primary drying time originating from protocols defined by optimization factor Stage 2 Ts 
versus Pc. 

Table 3 
Factors describing the optimal primary drying protocol obtained from the pro-
cess optimization strategy.  

Optimization factor ‘High’ Tc Formulation ‘Low’ Tc Formulation 

Stage 1 Ts [◦C] 41 − 26 
Stage 1 hold time [h] 0.82 1.50 
Ts ramp [◦C/h] 8.75 0.39 
Stage 2 Ts [◦C] 30 − 30 
Pc [Pa] 20 5  
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drying protocols are listed in Table 3. 
The in-silico predictions including the results of the uncertainty 

analysis are shown in Fig. 5A and C, which represents the predicted 
temperature plot for each formulation. The optimization exercise was 
able to identify protocols where p: 99.9% Ti was maximized but where it 
was kept below Tc. The model predicted lower risks of failure towards 
the final phase of primary drying, demonstrated by the decline of the p: 
99.9% Ti trace. This decline starts when the first samples are predicted to 
be free of ice (see Fig. 5B, D). Since the vials with higher Kv complete 
their primary drying phase earlier, they are excluded earlier from the 
uncertainty analysis. Near the end of the primary drying phase the 
dataset only comprises samples with reduced risk. 

For the ‘high’ Tc formulation, the first vials were predicted to com-
plete primary drying after 3.7 h, and 99.9% of the vials after 7.1 h of the 
primary drying protocol (Fig. 4B). Instead, for the ‘low’ Tc formulation 
the first vial should finish primary drying after 50.3 h, and the whole 
protocol should take 93.5 h to allow completion of primary drying for 
99.9% of the batch (Fig. 4D). 

The two-phase protocol approach took advantage of the lower Rp 
values at the start of primary drying. By keeping the 99.9th percentile of Ti 
as close as possible to Tc during the entire duration of primary drying, the 
sublimation rate was maximized, and the primary drying time minimized 
without causing collapse. The space for optimization by applying a two- 
phase Ts greatly depends on the shape of the Rp profile. In the ‘low’ Tc 
formulation, the Rp profile flattens out rather early. This resulted in a 
relatively shorter period during which the higher stage 1 Ts could be 
applied. It must be noted that the optimized primary drying protocol is 
only valid in these specific conditions, as the Rp profile is specific to a 
certain formulation and freezing protocol (Kasper and Friess, 2011). 

Whereas for the ‘high’ Tc formulation drying at a Pc of 20 Pa was 
identified as fastest, a Pc of 5 Pa was optimal for the ‘low’ Tc formulation. 

Overall, a higher Pc is preferred under aggressive freeze-drying condi-
tions as used in case of the ‘high’ Tc formulation. This might seem 
counterintuitive as a lower Pc would increase the pressure differential 
that drives sublimation. However, as mentioned earlier and shown in 
Fig. 2, a lower Pc will increase the intra-batch variability of Kv. It seems 
that an overall reduction of the intra-batch variability is opportune in 
aggressive freeze-drying conditions, as it leads to a shorter drying time 
of the slowest drying vials. Choosing the optimal Pc is a tradeoff between 
maximizing the driving force of sublimation versus intra-batch vari-
ability. In contrast, for the conservative freeze-drying case as needed for 
our ‘low’ Tc formulation this tradeoff was shifted towards the lower Pc 
levels. This fine balance exemplifies the need of mechanistic models that 
include variability terms to find the most suitable Pc. 

3.6. Process verification 

The optimal protocols derived from modelling were experimentally 
verified. Fig. 6 shows the Ti derived from the product temperature 
sensors and the prediction interval p: 0.1–99.9% Ti. Both compact PT100 
(i.e., RTD1–4) and thermocouples (i.e., TC1–4) were used as product 
temperature sensors. For both formulations the measured Ti traces from 
TC were all within the prediction interval and did not exceed the Tc 
limit. After loss of contact with the frozen product, these traces showed 
the end of primary drying with the typical deviation towards higher 
temperatures. 

In general, the TC sensors tend to show a later onset of the end of 
primary drying than the RTD sensors (Fig. 6). This observation was 
confounded with variations in Kv as both sensors were spread across the 
shelf including edge and center positions. Furthermore, the transition 
phase at the end of primary drying was shorter for the TC sensors 
compared to the RTD sensors. Both observations can be explained by the 

Fig. 5. Graphical overview of the most optimal scenario for the ‘high’ (A, B) and ‘low’ (C, D) Tc formulation. A/C: Temperature plot with the two-stage Ts protocol 
(orange), Tc (brown), and the 0.1 (green), 50.0 (blue) and 99.9 (red) percentile values of the Ti distribution. B/D: Relative distribution of end of primary drying in 
blue and its cumulative curve in green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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fact that TC sensors yield a point measurement, whereas the compact 
RTD sensors reflect the average temperature across the probe head. TC 
sensors are therefore recommended as they yield more precise product 
temperature measurements (Nail et al., 2017). 

In the case of the ‘high’ Tc formulation, the onset of deviation of the 
product temperature traces started at around 4.7 h and ended at around 
7.0 h. In contrast, for the ‘low’ Tc formulation this first onset of deviation 
was after 49 h and the last onset after 88 h. The timing of these onsets 
corresponds well with the distribution of drying time (Fig. 5B, D). 
Furthermore, comparative pressure measurement indicated the end of 
primary drying close to the predicted drying time for both the ‘high’ and 
the ‘low’ Tc formulation. 

The residual moisture content after secondary drying was affected by 
the formulation composition. It was overall low with 0.35 ± 0.05% and 

1.70 ± 0.29% for the ‘high’ and ‘low’ Tc formulation, respectively. This 
final residual moisture content is dependent on the secondary drying pro-
tocol which we held consistent for 6 h at 25 ◦C. Each protein has an optimal 
residual moisture content to promote storage stability, which should be 
targeted by adapting the secondary drying protocol (Hsu et al., 1992). 

At last, the lyophilized cakes were of elegant appearance without 
signs of collapse (Fig. 7). Minor shrinkage and appearance of small 
cracks were attributed to the fully amorphous nature of the cakes and 
not considered to be evidence of collapse (Ullrich et al., 2015). All 
experimental outcomes of the verification experiments indicated that 
the predicted optimized protocols were robust. 

3.7. Protocol selection applying the approach proposed by Tang & Pikal 

As a benchmark, we applied the approach proposed by Tang & Pikal 
(Tang and Pikal, 2004) to predict primary drying protocols for the ‘low’ 
and ‘high’ Tc formulation. The optimization rules defined by Tang & 

Fig. 6. Graphical overview of the verification experiments with process data overlayed with the predictions (blue area) for the ‘high’ (A) and the ‘low’ (B) Tc 
formulation. Cond represents the condenser temperature. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Vial appearance of ‘high’ (A) and ‘low’ (B) Tc formulation of the veri-
fication experiment. 

Table 4 
Summary of the primary drying protocol using the approach proposed by Tang & 
Pikal and outcomes of uncertainty analysis of these protocols.  

Parameter ‘High’ Tc Formulation ‘Low’ Tc Formulation 

Target Ti [◦C] − 17 − 35 
Ts [◦C] 20 − 28 
Pc [Pa] 18.4 8.4 
Primary drying time [h] 9.09 80.5 
Max p: 50.0% Ti [◦C] − 19.1 − 33.4 
Max p: 99.9% Ti [◦C] − 14.4 − 31.6  
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Pikal led to the primary drying protocols summarized in Table 4, and 
displayed in Fig. 8 for both formulations. 

For the ‘high’ Tc formulation, a safety margin of 5 ◦C was prescribed 
leading to a target Ti of − 17 ◦C. The obtained Ts of 20 ◦C and the Pc of 
18.4 Pa reflect a more conservative drying process compared to the 
process resulting from the optimization (section 3.5). The median Ti was 
estimated to be maximally 2.1 ◦C lower than the targeted value. More-
over, the max p: 99.9% Ti was located at − 14.4 ◦C. This indicates a 
robust process at the expense of a drying time of 9.1 h which is 28% 
longer than the protocol resulting from our optimization approach. Our 
optimized aggressive approach resulted in sufficiently dried product 

with an acceptable cake appearance. Therefore, we refrained from 
experimentally verifying the more conservative primary drying setting 
proposed by Tang & Pikal, because these will evidently lead to longer 
process times without inducing collapse. 

For the ‘low’ Tc formulation (Fig. 8B), the protocol obtained by the 
approach proposed by Tang & Pikal rendered a substantially higher risk 
profile than the proposed RoF of 0.1%. The estimated median Ti of up to 
− 33.4 ◦C was just below Tc but the max p: 99.9% Ti was situated at 
− 31.6 ◦C, meaning that a substantial part of the batch would experience 
conditions that lead to signs of collapse. In addition, the primary drying 
time according to the approach proposed by Tang & Pikal was estimated 

Fig. 8. Process predictions based on the primary drying protocol recommendation of Tang & Pikal (Tang and Pikal, 2004) for the ‘high’ (A) and ‘low’ (B) Tc 
formulations. 

Fig. 9. Graphical overview of the verification experiment for ‘low’ Tc formulation based on the primary drying protocol recommendation of Tang & Pikal (Tang and 
Pikal, 2004). Process data is overlayed with the predictions (blue area). Cond represents the condenser temperature. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. Vial appearances from the verification experiment for ‘low’ Tc formulation based on the primary drying protocol recommendation of Tang & Pikal (Tang and 
Pikal, 2004). 
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to be 80.5 h, which is 13 h shorter than the protocol obtained from our 
optimization approach. However, the Tang & Pikal protocol would not 
be deemed robust according to the uncertainty as the risks far exceed the 
proposed RoF. 

The ‘low’ Tc formulation was experimentally verified applying the 
protocol defined by the Tang & Pikal optimization rules. The process 
data is shown in Fig. 9. The measured Ti traces were within the pre-
diction interval and did exceed the Tc limit as anticipated by the model. 
However, the onset of the deviation of the Ti traces near end of primary 
drying and comparative pressure measurement indicated a shorter pri-
mary drying time then the model predictions. Since a substantial num-
ber of samples had their Ti near or above the Tc limit of − 32 ◦C, micro- 
structural changes are expected to occur in these samples. It is known 
that these micro-structural changes can decrease the Rp thus shortening 
the process (Fissore and Pisano, 2015). Since the mechanistic model 
does not take these Rp shifts into account, protocol predictions that re-
sults in samples above the Tc limit are therefore not fully accurate. 

The lyophilized product of the ‘low’ Tc formulation dried with the 
primary drying protocol based on the approach proposed by Tang & 
Pikal displayed micro-structural changes, evidenced by the cake ap-
pearances displayed in Fig. 10. About 32% of the samples did not show 
external signs of (micro)-collapse thus displaying an elegant appearance 
(Fig. 10A). Next, 37% of the batch showed minimal evidence of micro- 
structural (Fig. 10B) because a single dent was observed, and 31% of the 
batch showed multiple dents near the bottom of the sample (Fig. 10C). 
The residual moisture content of the samples was characterized at 1.79 
± 0.45%. The higher relative standard deviation (RSD) in residual 
moisture content of this batch in comparison with the one obtained from 
the optimized protocol (i.e., RSD: 25% versus 17%) is likely the result of 
observed partial (micro-)collapse. 

4. Conclusions 

In this work a model-based process development methodology that 
can result in fast and at the same time robust primary drying protocols 
was developed and experimentally verified. An in-silico optimization 
strategy applying a two-stage shelf temperature protocol was employed 
to reduce the drying time. This was combined with an uncertainty 
analysis to estimate the risks associated with the proposed primary 
drying protocols. To this end, two rather different process optimization 
cases for potential biologics formulations were selected, showing either 
a high Tc allowing for more aggressive, and a lower Tc requiring more 
conservative primary drying conditions. 

The heat-mass models worked well as evidenced by the verification 
experiments. Both the experimental drying times and the Ti traces were 
in very good agreement with the predictions of the optimal protocols. 
Moreover, an acceptable residual moisture content and no signs of cake 
collapse were observed. 

Furthermore, our data-driven methodology could propose more 
economical primary drying protocols than these obtained by the Tang & 
Pikal optimization rules, which per se is already smart and based on an 
enormous experience. When aggressive freeze-drying conditions were 
applied, the optimization approach utilizing an uncertainty analysis 
could provide a substantially faster protocol. In case of the conservative 
freeze-drying conditions, the proposed approach led to a protocol with 
less samples at risk of collapse and consequently less vial rejections. A 
data-driven decision of the process parameters is therefore more appli-
cable for a Quality-by-Design strategy compared to an experience-driven 
decision as described by Tang & Pikal. 

The effort of performing the detailed experiments to obtain the high- 
resolution variability data and the execution of in-silico optimization 
proved to be a highly suitable approach to achieve a fast and yet robust 
freeze-drying cycle. 
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